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Abstract

**Purpose:** to prove the technology aimed at the development of professionally applied physical qualities of future specialists of sewing industry with use of information technologies.

**Material:** girls of 16-17 years old (n=40) participated in the experiment. It was defined: level of physical activity of pupils; physical and mental working capacity.

**Results:** The developed technology included three stages: 1st stage – 16 lessons; 2nd stage – 48 lessons; 3rd stage – 16 lessons. It was detailed professionally applied physical qualities of future specialists of sewing industry taking into consideration the features of specialty. It was developed 4 blocks of physical exercises. Blocks include 14 different complexes for the practical application in different parts of trainings. The technology gives the opportunity to monitoring theoretical knowledge and physical abilities.

**Conclusions:** the recommended technology promotes: development of professionally significant physical qualities; increase in level of theoretical knowledge; formation of positive motivation of pupils to physical culture classes; preparation of harmonically developed and highly qualified specialists.
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Introduction

In the system of professional education a lot of factors influence on the formation of professionally applied skills and quality of study. Increases in academic load, irrational nutrition, and insufficient physical activity have negative effect. All this leads to overfatigue, decrease in functional and psychophysiological abilities of pupils [1, 2].

The special place in professional education of future specialists is taken by the professionally applied physical training (PAPT) [2, 3]. The author [3] implemented the systematization of specialists’ fields of study at higher educational institutions. The author considers psychophysiological features of professional activity. It was selected six appropriate groups: data logical, extreme, creatively figurative, technical, naturally agrarian and communicative. In other researches was defined professionally important physical and psychophysical qualities characteristic of other specialties. Such researches could be basic of PAPT students’ program of information logistic group of specialties. Application of the information technologies (IT) in practice of student’s physical training [3,4] give new opportunities for increase in efficiency of physical training process. IT can promote the organization of professionally applied physical training.

In recent years were conducted researches concerning problem of PAPT improvement in different educational institutions [1]. Physical culture classes in professional educational institutions are directed to the training of pupils for future professional activity [5, 6]. At the same time don't use all opportunities of physical training means for pupils’ preparation to the future work activity. The satisfaction of increase competition in sewing industry requires continuous increase in qualified personnel able to competently solve professional tasks [5].

Different authors [7-9] developed information systems for increase in efficiency of pedagogical process in physical training of pupils. It is determined insufficient information concerning implementation of the modern computer program into physical training process at professional educational institutions. Therefore this aspect is relevant and necessary.

The purpose of the research is to develop and to prove experimentally the technology of development of professionally applied physical qualities of future specialists of sewing industry with use of information technologies.

Materials and methods

**Participants.** Girls of 16-17 years old (n=40) participated in a research. They were divided into 2 groups: experimental (n=20) and control (n=20). Groups were divided by random choice and hadn’t significant differences between indicators at the beginning of experiment.

**Organization of a research.** The research was conducted on the basis of the state educational institution “Balty vocational-technical agrarian school” (Balty city, Odessa region, Ukraine). Control group (CG) was studied according to the training program for professional educational institutions of physical culture. The program is recommended by Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (the letter of the Ministry of Education and
of Ukraine from 22.07.2009, № 1/11-5948) [10]. Total quantity of lessons is 80. According to the curriculum were conducted two 45 min lessons per a week. Ski preparation lessons were conducted 90 min per a week.

In experimental group (EG) girls were studied according to the developed technology which was integrated into the basic program of the state educational institution “Balty vocational-technical agrarian school”.

The level of pupils’ physical activity was determined according to the Fremingensky study [11]. Calculation of average energy consumption is evaluated by formula:

\[
E_n = \sum_{i=1}^{k} RFA_i \cdot MET_i,
\]

where \(k\) – is the number of levels; \(E_n\) – is average energy consumption, kcal kg\(^{-1}\) per day; \(RFA\) – is level of physical activity, c.u.; \(MET\) – is weight coefficient.

Their physical working capacity was measured by means of Ruffier-Dickson test [12]. The analysis of mental working capacity was measured by the proof test of V. Ya. Anfimov [13]. Pupils need to cross out 2 given letters from the table within 4 minutes. The accuracy value of exercise execution is evaluated:

\[
A = \frac{M}{N},
\]

where \(A\) – is accuracy value of exercise execution, c.u.; \(M\) – is quantity of cross out letters, pcs; \(N\) – is a total quantity of letters which needed to be cross out in the revised text, pcs. And coefficient of mental productivity is \(P = A \cdot S\),

where \(A\) – is accuracy value of exercise execution, c.u.; \(S\) – is number of revised letters.

We developed technology based on data analysis of scientifical and methodical literature and ascertaining experiment [14]. The technology is aimed at the development of professionally significant physical qualities (PSPQ) of future specialists of sewing industry. One of the technology’s features is use of multimedia system (informationally-methodical system “Health brand-new”).

The diagram of the developed technology is provided on a figure 1.

The purposes of the developed technology are: development of professionally significant physical qualities; increase in level of theoretical knowledge; formation of positive motivation of pupils to physical culture classes; assistance in preparation of harmonically developed and highly qualified specialists.

Tasks of technology are: development and improvement of professionally significant physical

![Fig. 1. The diagram of the technology aimed at the development of PSPQ of future specialists of sewing industry with use of information technologies.](image-url)
qualities of pupils; formation of knowledge and maintain of healthy lifestyle (HLS); formation of knowledge of professionally applied physical training and ability to apply it practically; formation of skills to independent training of physical exercises; increase in level of physical health of pupils and so forth.

The developed technology consists of the following principles: social, methodical and principles of classes’ creation in the course of physical training [6].

We developed 4 blocks of physical exercises. Blocks included 14 different complexes for practical application in different parts of lessons. Recommended blocks of exercises were realized at different stages of technology implementation.

The developed technology included three stages of implementation:

1st stage – is preparatory, 16 lessons (September – October). Principal tasks of stage are: interest formation of sewing industry pupils to the offered technology; development of the general physical fitness; acquisition of ability to development the professionally significant physical qualities (PSPQ); acquaintance of girl pupils with informationally-methodical system (IMC) “Health brand-new”.

At the preparatory stage were applied the following blocks of exercises: “Body” and “Flexibility” and acquaintance with the block “Theory”.

2nd stage – is the main, 48 lessons (November – April). Task of the stag are: knowledge formation of physical culture; monitoring over girls’ maintaining the healthy lifestyle principles (HLS); formation of skills to development the professionally significant physical qualities (PSPQ); acquisition of PAPT knowledge; formation of ability to apply it practically. At the main stage were applied exercises from the following blocks: “Body”, “Flexibility” and study of block “Theory”.

3rd stage – is final, 16 lessons (May – June). The main tasks of the final stage are formation of skills of PSPQ development and saving and improving of pupils’ motivation to maintain HLS. At the final stage were applied the following blocks of exercises “Body” and “Flexibility” and fixing of material from block “Theory” were applied.

The developed informationally-methodical system “Health brand-new” (fig. 2) [15] is a component of technology. The system is directed to increase in theoretical knowledge and practical skills in the course of PAPT of future specialists of sewing industry.

The informationally-methodical system (IMS) is interconnected set of means and methods which are used for: storage, processings and outputs of information; monitoring and correction of educational process.

During program developing process we considered principles of creation of electronic training programs [16], stages of pedagogical design [17] and ergonomic requirements to materials of electronic study [18].

IMS includes 4 blocks:

♦ block “Theory” contains information concerning bases of HLS and various modern forms of physical activity and so forth;
♦ block “Practical guidelines” includes 14 complexes of different physical exercises (formation of PAPT, prophylaxis of traumatism etc);
♦ block “Monitoring” provides individual registration to each pupil for passing theoretical testing or evaluation of physical state indicators. The database is formed for the teacher according to received information. The database allows to observe the dynamics of above-mentioned indicators;
♦ block “Bonus” includes videos about healthy lifestyle (HLS) and lessons of self massage, library of useful Internet resources devoted to HLS.

During introduction of technology were applied the following types of pedagogical control: previous, operative, current, total, self-checking.

Criteria of efficiency of the offered technology is the level of PSPQ development, level of mental working capacity, indicators of a physical state, level of theoretical readiness and motivation.

Statistical analysis. Statistical processing of research...
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Materials was conducted by means of Microsoft Excel 2010. The reliability of differences between indicators of samples (according to law of normal distribution of data) was checked by means of Student t-test. The reliability was considered as statistically significant at p<0.05.

Results.
Statistically significant increase in range of indicators are found in girls of EG: back muscles force increase by 25.85%; the indicator of flexibility improved by 15.59%; the general endurance improved by 8.30%; coordination abilities improved by 7.63% (p < 0.05). At the same time indicators of girls from CG changed statistically insignificant: ranging from 0.27% up to 1.86% (p > 0.05).

Also levels of physical (fig. 3A) and mental (fig. 3B) working capacity considerably improved (p < 0.05) in EG. In CG augmentation was statistically insignificant (p > 0.05).

During the experiment took place positive changes in level of girls’ physical activity in EG by 7.80% (p < 0.05). In CG took place positive changes of physical activity level by 0.53% (p > 0.05). After the experiment was carried out evaluation of theoretical knowledge level in subject “Physical education”. It was determined the increase of indicator in girls of CG by 0.29 points (p > 0.05). In girls of EG was determined increase of indicator by 2.52 points (p < 0.05). Implementation of technology promoted increase in motivation of girls to physical culture classes: in representatives of EG – by 22.5% (p < 0.05). But in girls of CG the indicator decreased by 1.1% (p > 0.05).

Discussion.
Our data added researches of other specialists [1, 2]. Authors specified the considerable influence of the professionally applied physical training (PAPT) on formation of the highly qualified specialist. So we expanded data of other research [2] in aspect of technical group of specialties. We detailed professionally applied physical qualities of future specialists of sewing industry taking into consideration the features of specialty. Our results confirm data of other scientists [3, 7, 8] about efficiency of use of information technologies (IT) in the course of physical training. At the same time the majority of authors use IT developments only for increase in theoretical knowledge. Our development differs in opportunity to monitoring of theoretical knowledge and physical abilities, existence of video block for increase in motivation to classes.

In other research [5] it is offered to use the modern

![Fig. 3. Distribution of results of CG and EG before and after the experiment (n=40): * – is statistically significant difference, p<0.05; Assessment: C – high; D – good; E – average; F – satisfactory. CG – control group; EG – experimental group. before – before the experiment; after – after the experiment. 5 – perfectly; 4 – well; 3 – satisfactorily; 2 – unsatisfactorily. % – the quantity of girls.](image-url)
types of gymnastics as means of increase in professional readiness of seamstresses. An algorithm of our technology is directed on development of physical qualities; formations of theoretical knowledge and motivation to lessons. The use of information and methodical system is also component of technology.

The pedagogical control has important role to increase classes’ efficiency [19] which promotes optimization of physical activity [20]. Also important is formation of the students’ positive attitude towards own health and way of life [21, 22]; self-checking of physical activities [23, 24]. In our research during introduction of technology were applied the following types of pedagogical control: previous, operative, current, total, self-checking. It is allowed to increase efficiency of physical training process of students.

Conclusions

The received results of researches confirmed efficiency of the developed technology. The technology is directed on: increase in professionally significant physical qualities of future specialists of sewing industry, motivation of pupils; formation of special skills. The received results, give the grounds to recommend it for use in the course of physical training in professional technical educational institutions.
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